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Neurons in the brain communicate each other using electrical pulses known as spikes.
Information of external world in the brain is therefore represented in spiking activity of
neuronal networks. However it is difficult to decipher how they code the information
based on direct inspection of the spike sequences due to their excessive variability, which
is not merely noise but a hallmark of cortical information processing realized by balanced
activity of excitatory and inhibitory neurons. Thus we need visualization techniques that
uncover statistical structure of the neural population activity.

Using binary variables to represent presence or absence of spikes in a small time window,
one can describe synchronous/asynchronous activity of multiple neurons as sequences of
binary patterns. By fitting an undirected graphical model to such data, one can visualize
statistical network structure of the simultaneous activity of neurons. However this con-
ventional model is limited because it assumes static neural activity (i.e., constant spike
rates and correlations), which could be realized only in in-vitro networks or neurons under
anesthetized conditions. In-vivo neurons recorded from awake animals engaged in tasks is
more dynamic: The activity rates of neurons dynamically changes in response to stimulus
presentation, and strength of correlations between neurons may change. These statistical
features are not only regulated by the stimulus but also an internal state of the brain.

To account for such dynamics, we introduce a state-space model of neural population ac-
tivity, and visualize coordination of the neural activity using a time-varying graph [1, 2, 3].
In this talk, I will explain how this visualization technique reveals macroscopic properties
of the network dynamics, and how it contributes to neural coding studies.
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